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IBM Lotus Domino: Classic Web Application Development TechniquesPackt Publishing, 2011

	Creating web pages was fairly straight-forward—in the early 1990's. Today, there are many, often competing technologies available for creating a web experience. Remarkably, all these differing technologies and strategies interoperate in a relatively seamless way to serve the billions of people who use the World Wide Web and the...
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Sams Teach Yourself the Twitter API in 24 Hours (Sams Teach Yourself -- Hours)Sams Publishing, 2011

	This book on the Twitter API is geared to the programmer who is just a bit past
	beginner—who knows the basics of LAMP, including how to set up a basic server,
	PHP, JavaScript, HTML, and CSS. You do not have to be an expert programmer to
	use this book, but you should know how to look things up. In writing this book, we
	have tried...
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Database Systems: The Complete Book (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2008

	Database Systems: The Complete Book is ideal for Database Systems and Database Design and Application courses offered at the junior, senior and graduate levels in Computer Science departments. A basic understanding of algebraic expressions and laws, logic, basic data structure, OOP concepts, and programming environments is implied....
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Web Design in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2001

	Web Design in a Nutshell, 2nd Edition contains the nitty-gritty on everything you need to know to design Web pages. It's an excellent reference for HTML 4.01 tags (including tables, frames, forms, color, and cascading style sheets) with special attention given to browser support, platform idiosyncrasies, and standards. You'll also...
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Hadoop in PracticeManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Hadoop in Practice, Second Edition provides over 100 tested, instantly useful techniques that will help you conquer big data, using Hadoop. This revised new edition covers changes and new features in the Hadoop core architecture, including MapReduce 2. Brand new chapters cover YARN and integrating...
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Concepts of Database ManagementCourse Technology PTR, 2007

	This concise yet comprehensive introduction to fundamental database concepts is an indispensable resource to develop your knowledge of database management concepts. Now in its sixth edition, Concepts of Database Management maintains the focus on real-world cases that made previous editions so effective addressing the most current database issues...
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MCSA/MCSE Implementing and Managing Exchange Server 2003 Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram 70-284)Que, 2004
The 70-284 Exam Cram 2 covers what readers need to know to pass  the exam - a popular elective for the MCSA (2000 and 2003) and MCSE (2000 and  2003) programs as well as 1 of 2 Core Messaging exams for the new MCSE 2003  Messaging Specialist program. The exam measures readers' ability to implement,  manage, and troubleshoot an...
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Macromedia Flash Communication Server MXMacromedia Press, 2002
Flash Communicator Server MX is  your complete guide to integrating rich media and real-time collaboration into  your applications with Flash Communication Server MX! It includes 10 quick steps  for getting started and covers ActionScripting, Flash Remoting, and other key  implementation issues...
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The Object Constraint Language: Getting Your Models Ready for MDA, Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2003
The release of Unified Modeling Language (UML) 2.0 places renewed emphasis on the Object Constraint Language (OCL). Within UML, OCL is the standard for specifying expressions that add vital information to object-oriented models and other object-modeling artifacts. Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) relies on OCL to add the level of...
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MDX Solutions: With Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services 2005 and Hyperion EssbaseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
An updated version of the leading tutorial and reference on the MDX query language
    

    Now in its second edition, this invaluable reference explains why MDX (MulitDimensional eXpressions) is the most widely accepted software used for dimensional application. You'll learn how to build effective multidimensional data...
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Building Parsers With JavaAddison Wesley, 2001
Parser building is a powerful programming technique that opens a world of opportunity for designing how users interact with applications. By creating mini-languages, you can precisely address the requirements of your application development domain. Writing your own parsers empowers you to access a database more effectively than SQL to efficiently...
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Novell Cluster Services for Linux and NetWare (Novell Press)Novell Press, 2006
Need to configure or manage Novell Cluster Services on NetWare, Linux or a mixed environment? Pick up a copy of the official reference guide, Novell Cluster Services for Linux and NetWare. This book blends in-depth information with practical, real world examples to cover cluster services configuration...
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